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sports event/   “britsoc golf”
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Britsoc Golf: Starts May 4

 1) What brought you to the       
Netherlands? 
The Dutch have always been traders and I’m 
an “imported” item. I have been around in this 
country for a very, very long time. Definitely 
long enough to speak and read the language. 

2) How did you get into golf? 
A group of ladies, including myself, decided 
to try golf just for the fun and/experience and 
it stuck. This was close to 15 years ago. And 
since my retirement, I have spent more time 
working at it. 

3) How has your golf career developed 
and what are the highlights in it? 
Over the years, I’ve found that it helps to take 
a break and step away from the game rather 
than continuously golfing. A break helps you 
to approach the game with a more relaxed feel 
and so a better swing. 

4) Which golfer do you admire most and 
why? 
Golf is a great way to spend a few hours 
outdoors with others enjoying the same activity. 
I’m not fanatical enough to truly follow the 
professionals beyond knowing the generally 
well known stars of the game and winners of 
some majors such as the recent Masters in 
Georgia. As someone once told me, golf is a 
game in which you compete against yourself. 

5) How and when did the Britsoc Golf 
Club start? 
I’m just one in long line of individuals who 
have assisted with BritSoc Golf. I volunteered 
to take over from an Irishman who in turn had 
taken over from a South African. So, I really 
don’t know how long the “club” has existed, 
but would venture to say about 20 years. I hope 
that someone will volunteer to take this on after 
me.

6) Can you describe a typical morning of 
golf? 
On a typical golf morning we generally 
arrive early for a cup coffee before starting. 
Regardless of the first tee time (we usually have 
three), we all meet beforehand for introductions 
among the BritSoc golfers that morning and 
to decide who plays which tee time (some 
may have other appointments immediately 
after the game). After the game, there is the 
opportunity to get together in the restaurant of 
the clubhouse to socialise and to reflect on the 
morning’s golf over coffee and/ or lunch.

7) How do you cater for the wide range 
of levels in the club?  
When new golfers join, we request that they 
know the rules of golf, golfing etiquette and 
how to manage a club. As far as I know, we 
have never had any badly behaved golfers 
and the golf course has never required BritSoc 
golfers to show evidence of a handicap for the 
course. Because of the system of handicaps, 
a golfer is usually trying to improve on his/her 
own game and the rules of the game equalise 
the game for everyone, regardless of their 
handicaps.

What?    Britsoc Golf Club

Where?  GC de Hoge Dijk/Olympus, 
Abcouderstraatweg 46, Amsterdam-ZuidOost 
(behind the Amsterdam Medical Center)

When?  Every Saturday or Sunday between 
May and September

Who?    Liz Wen (BritSocg@gmail.com). 

Cost?    Green fee as posted by the golf 
course (18 holes currently 55 euros for non-
members in the weekend).

ZINE interviews current organiser Liz Wen
By Dave Thomas

Further Details: www.britsoc.nl


